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Preface

This volume is about how governments affect the ways people organize themselves, manage these resulting organizations, and respond to these organizations. It draws from my work over the past 11 years following organizations struggling with the transition from communism in Hungary, China, the Czech Republic, and Lithuania. Such settings are organizationally interesting in their own right, yet even more so for the window they open on the effects of governments. This volume was written primarily to introduce organizational scholars—those interested in organizational behavior, management, theory, and design—to the ways that governments can influence organization. However, it also was written with an eye to readers with practical interests in international management or governments.

The impetus for the research was a leadership residential course for state-owned enterprise managers I cotaught in Tihany Hungary in April 1989. I became fascinated by these managers’ organizational complaints. Whereas many of their problems were the familiar ones of managers everywhere, others were quite literally inexplicable to me. I was swept up in trying to unravel these organizational mysteries, which were leading me on a quest that would take me in unexpected directions. In trying to fathom these organizations, I needed to spend more time with them, and I was very fortunate that my search for a research collaborator led to the incomparable Imre Branyiczki, then associated with Marx Károly Közgáztudomány Egyetem (which has since traded the philosopher’s name for the name of its city, becoming Budapest University of Economic Sciences), and we began a longitudinal data collection project that ran from the last months of 1989 until 1996. Later, I was able to conduct short-term projects in Czechoslovakia (since named the Czech Republic) and Lithuania, as well as begin another longitudinal project in China with Katherine Xin (now with the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) that continues.
As I learned more about how people operated in and through these organizations, I began to reexamine other more familiar organizations in a new light. Certainly, governments are a vital concern to those who run state-owned enterprises, so participants there focus on the thoughts, feelings, and actions of government officials. Yet, as the communist regimes came to an end and our studied organizations were privatized, governments still dominated managerial attention, but now for different reasons altogether. As we tried to understand why this should be so and began to read more broadly in sociology, economics, and political science, it seemed to me that governments' effects had not been sufficiently recognized in the organizational sciences. Observed cross-national differences were psychologized as differences in values, with little exploration of why different actions and expectations might make practical sense in differing national circumstances. The one national circumstance that seemed to be making a very important, yet unrecognized, difference was government. This volume represents a broadening of that initial desire to understand how organizations made the transition from communism to include a broader exploration of the effects that differences in governments have on management, organizations, and organizational behavior.

The research underpinning this volume did not proceed in a conventional fashion with hypotheses deduced from theory and then tested. Rather, in 1989 I and my collaborators hoped to track what would happen to organizations and their participants as they faced the forces of transition—forces everyone expected to be powerful but that no one could foresee with any precision. As we learned more, we asked new questions and explored new scholarly literatures for guidance. We did collect systematic data when we could, and occasionally these data could be used to provide independent confirmation of the arguments presented here. Over the years, some of the ideas discussed here have appeared in earlier publications.1

I draw on data from several different studies and so would like to thank those who helped to support those studies. Imre Branyiczki and I together designed the 1989–1996 Hungarian longitudinal study, and he was primarily responsible for

---

data collection. Our early data collection was supported by Vállalatgazdasági
Tudományos Egyesület (Hungarian Business Economics Society) and an Irvine
Faculty Fellowship. Later financial support was provided by my dean, Dennis
Aigner, whose generous increase to my faculty research budget supported my
many data collection trips to Hungary. The 1991 Czechoslovak case study was
conducted in collaboration with Michal Čakrt, and was funded by the Unites States
Agency for International Development (with Daniel Fogel as the principal investi-
gator). Arunas Kuras and Romualdas Rimaitis assisted in data collection for the
1993–1994 Lithuanian study. Katherine Xin and I both designed the China–U.S.
comparative studies, and she collected most of the unstructured interview data
from China. Furthermore, I would like to express my appreciation to John Lara,
whose cheerful assumption of family responsibilities during those many interna-
tional data-collection trips made this work possible.

The remaining comparative data were taken from several different studies con-
ducted in the United States. Data collection assistance for the 1985 study was pro-
vided by Steve Sommer, Carol Sexton, and Greg Stephens. Together, Khalid
Al-Aiban and I designed the 1987 U.S. comparative data, with him taking respon-
sibility for data collection. Data collection assistance for the 1988 U.S. sample was
provided by Steve Sommer. Finally, the 1992 U.S. data were taken from a large
study I conducted with Lyman Porter and Anne Tsui (funded by a United States
National Science Foundation grant, #SES-89123), with data collection assistance
from Terri Egan, Brenda Edwards, and Jennifer Hite, and proposal assistance from
Angela Tripoli. Data analysis assistance has been provided over the years by Greg
Bigley, Patricia Martinez, and Sándor Tákacs.

I also thank those who helped to bring this work to publication. The series edi-
tors, Art Brief and Jim Walsh, provided insightful feedback and suggestions on
earlier versions of this manuscript. I am indebted to Anne Duffy, who has been ex-
traordinarily supportive and helpful throughout the publication process. Another
thanks to Sarah Wahrlet, who moved the manuscript through the production pro-
cess. I was ably assisted in the manuscript’s preparation by Valeska Wolf and Clare
Lorenzo, and by Catherine Hammond’s editorial assistance. Certainly not least,
thanks to Harry Briggs for his advice and support.

Finally, this work rests on the work of two invaluable collaborators. First and
foremost I would like to acknowledge the depth of my gratitude to Imre
Branyiczki. He spent uncountable hours at companies charming and cajoling
those with much to lose by trusting him and our promise of anonymity. Many of
these ideas came out of our years-long conversations. He deserves the credit for
any truths that may appear here.

I am greatly indebted to Katherine Xin. She has been responsible not only for
the Chinese data collection in the China–U.S. comparative studies, but also for
many critical insights and ideas discussed here. I feel fortunate to have had the
benefit of working with such a formidable intellect. The ideas developed here
were shaped in conversations with Gyula Bakacsi, Greg Bigley, Michal Čakrt,
Dan Fogel, Gábor Kornai, Imre Lövey, Lívia Markóczy, Patricia Martinez, Ian Taplin, the first class of Young Managers from Hungary’s Nemzetközi Menedzser Központ (International Management Center), and the many anonymous informants from China, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Lithuania. I thank all of those who tirelessly explained the fine points to this naïve foreigner. I have had the luxury of circumstances allowing me to produce this book, but the insights are theirs.
Governments are important to organization, establishing and enforcing the rules under which organizations operate. They can make a course of action profitable or illegal. Governments may be stable guarantors of open and fair dealing, or they may be bumbling inept entities unable to control even their own officials. Governments facilitate the establishment and enforcement of the fundamental understandings necessary to action: who is entitled to what uses (use rights); who may legitimately sell products, land, and equipment (ownership rights); and what actions are acceptable (contract law). They are extraordinarily various, ranging from centuries-old tradition-encrusted institutions to the bandit in control of a small region, with every imaginable variation in between. Yet however various they are in form and practice, governments are always important to organizations and their participants. They establish the rules by which organizations must play and have the means to use physical force to coerce compliance.

Because those who operate and work within organizations must always contend with the governments ruling over them, it is remarkable that government is virtually invisible in theories of organization and management. Certainly it has become a truism that economic activity is enmeshed in institutions (Polányi, 1957). That is, individuals act in the context of their expectations about the meaning and effects of their actions. Yet governments have not figured prominently in the institutions examined by theorists of organizations, organizational behavior, or management. Social institutions (Granovetter, 1985), cultural ones (Hofstede, 1980a) and historical experiences (Guillén, 1994) have received scholarly attention, whereas the effects from different forms of sovereign government are only rarely noted.

To illustrate, corruption among government officials has been widely discussed in the popular management press but rarely addressed or explained in the scholarly organization and management literature. Yet surely the ability (or requirement) to
avoid the enforcement of inconvenient laws results in different organizational strategies, organizational practices, and attitudes and behavior of participants than what would obtain in a society wherein enforcement of the rule of law is strict and assured. Economists have sought to analyze corruption as a cost of business, but rarely have organization and management scholars analyzed how corruption affects the way the participants organize their work and their relationships with one another. Moreover, corruption is just one example; the same strange silence confronts such government practices as erratic and opaque laws and regulations, requirements that organizations take state-owned partners into their ventures, or the practice of favoring cronies and family members in government contracting, among others. Despite O'Reilly's (1991) call for more sociologic and conceptual explanation in organizational behavior, such explanations have been scarce, a situation this work is intended to address.

Certainly, the fact that scholarship and research is dominated by those living in societies with comparatively strong, predictable, and supportive governments has played a part in this omission. Because governments in the societies wherein most scholars work tend to be strong, predictable, and supportive of independent organizations, the only visible scholarly focus on governments concerns differences in the content of particular laws, such as the German requirement, not found in many other developed countries, that large corporations place employee representatives on corporate boards. Yet no one in these societies is uncertain about how such government mandates are created, or doubts that these large corporations must comply with whatever the law requires. Because most scholars are not as familiar with the organizational effects of weak, erratic, and hostile governments, few scholarly theories have been cognizant of how the embrace of government affects management practice, organizations, and organizational behavior.

The arguments presented here are derived from insights gained from the collapse of communism. Communism was an experiment in direct government control over all of the organized activities of a modern society. It can be viewed as an ambitious attempt, in numerous societies with vastly different cultures and histories, to operate in violation of many fundamental social science theories. For example, Parsons and Smelser (1956) argued that a central feature of modernism was the differentiation of societal subsystems, yet communism tried to recombine these subsystems into a single party-controlled one. Weber (1947) feared that the world would be dominated by bureaucracies because of the superiority of their rational pursuit of technical efficiency, yet in communist societies bureaucratic rationality was subordinated to political ideology. Under communism, organizations looked funny, and their participants acted in ways that appeared peculiar to the visitor steeped in knowledge of social science theory and organizational practice in the developed world.

In seeking to learn more about why such unexpected behavior should have occurred, the author learned that the government-driven organizational forms and organizational behavior were not anomalies. Whereas the government interventions in communist countries were stark enough to draw the author's attention, further
research and observation led to the proposition that the effects of governments on management and organization are pervasive, powerful, and underappreciated by scholars in management, organization theory, and organizational behavior.

Practitioners working in such countries certainly appreciate the power of governments, but they have received little explanatory assistance from scholars. Practitioner pamphlets, films, and books provide vivid anecdotes for those struggling with the complex challenges of international work. However, they offer little explanation. Rather, the reader is required to take the differences described as a fact of life and admonished to be sensitive to others' differences. But surely not in all circumstances. Should Canadian managers adapt themselves to a Javanese view of time as holistic in their factory there? We all know they will do no such thing. Without an understanding of the reasons for particular international differences, useful advice about when to adapt and why cannot be given, nor can predictions about changing practices be made. Anecdotes help to caution new arrivals, but they are limited guides for the long hard work of organizing in countries not your own. Practitioners have been forced to make one ad hoc adjustment after another with no sense of why some may work and others may fail.

This neglect of government's role in management and organization is becoming an increasingly important problem. Large complex organizations arose with modernization, yet increasing global economic and institutional integration has placed organizations that developed in modernist societies into ones that governments are not willing or capable of supporting. Such spreading internationalization has been followed by a growth in scholarly and professional interest in international management. Whereas the amount of writing about international management increases, useful theories have not kept pace. This is the gap in understanding that this work seeks to fill.

Although some scholars have sought to explain the role of governments in international differences in organizational behavior and practices, with few exceptions, such explanations are specific to a particular country and scattered in various scholarly journals ranging across fields such as political science, sociology, economics, anthropology, and psychology. This makes their insights unusable by practitioners and difficult to access for many organizational scholars. As demonstrated in this volume, governments have powerful effects on the fundamental ways in which organizations operate and on their participants' expectations, attitudes, and behavior in the workplace. Here the scholarly ideas from these scattered social science disciplines addressing these effects are integrated with the author's own research into a coherent argument about the effects of government on management practice, organizational form, and individuals' organizational behavior.

This work is an explanation of how governments' ability and interest in facilitating independent organization affects organizing and organizational behavior. As governments vary from those that successfully facilitate independent organization to those at the other end of this dimension that actively seeking to impede independent organization. Facilitating governments are supportive, seek to provide predictable laws and regulations that they are capable of enforcing. As govern-
ments become less facilitative, the less supportive they are of organizations, and
the more unpredictable and weak they become. Although a difference in govern-
ments' facilitation of independent organization is not the only international dif-
ference affecting organizations, it is an important one, with powerful implications for
organization theory, behavior, and management practice, that has yet to receive a
systematic and comprehensive analysis.

In this volume, the focus is on understanding the effects of nonfacilitative gov-
ernment, but it is addressed primarily to scholars and practitioners in rich, devel-
oped societies with facilitative governments, for several reasons. First, those living
under nonfacilitative governments already know what they face. Rather, it is the
scholar or practitioner who has worked only under facilitative governments and
implicitly assumes its comforts who most needs assistance in understanding what
nonfacilitative governments do to organizations and their participants. When con-
fronted with organizations operating under nonfacilitative governments, they
make blunders such as misunderstanding the meaning and uses of introductions, or
ignoring the mutual obligations inherent in their local business relationships.
Those who do not understand the role of government facilitation in organizations
assume that others' practices must result from ignorance, or from that vague
all-purpose cause, cultural differences, instead of viewing them as practices and
assumptions that others have found useful in their circumstances.

Second, scholarly theories implicitly assuming facilitative government are par-
tial without recognizing it. The study of organizational theory and behavior under
nonfacilitative governments provides insights, elaborations, and modifications of
these partial theories developed under facilitative governments. In some cases, this
work provides empirical evidence to support and reinforce ideas that have not re-
ceived broad testing, such as Redding's (1990) argument that weak and hostile
governments lead to organization based on personal relationships. In other cases, it
suggests that a theory may be mischaracterizing a phenomenon, with potentially
misleading results, as in scholarly descriptions that characterize reliance on mu-
tual dependence in transactions as "trust-based."

Finally, this work adds new topics and insights to these disciplines, such as the
study of employee obsequiousness, harmony in interpersonal interaction, and pas-
sivity. Although no scholars of organizational theory and behavior would maintain
that governments are irrelevant, it is now time to begin understanding in what ways
they are relevant and why.

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

Organizational adaptations to differences in government facilitation have been nu-
merous and significant. Although the central idea is a fairly abstract one, it has sub-
stantial implications for many of the most vexing organizational puzzles faced in
international management. Figure 1.1 summarizes the arguments to be made, and
where possible, tested here.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government Characteristics (Chapter 2)</th>
<th>Organizational Form (Chapters 3 and 4)</th>
<th>Organizational Behavior (Chapters 5, 6, and 7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonfacilitating Government</td>
<td>Organizational Dependence on Personal Relationships</td>
<td>Low Perceptions of Procedural Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hostile to Organizations</td>
<td>• ERRATIC LAWS AND REGULATIONS</td>
<td>Obsequious Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERRATIC LAWS AND REGULATIONS</td>
<td>• Centralized Decision Making</td>
<td>Distrust, Fear, and Wariness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weak Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheating and Rule Breaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Organizational Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exploitation of Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Satisfaction and Alienation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pervasive Bargaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for Harmony in Interpersonal Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upward Gift-Giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paternalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subordinate Passivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 1.1.** Organization and management in the embrace of nonfacilitative government.

The central insight developed and illustrated in chapter 2 is that a primary role of government is to facilitate effective complex organization. Among other organizational effects, strong facilitative governments create legal infrastructures and enforcement regimes that allow sufficient advance planning to enable participants to judge whether personal and financial investments are worthwhile, and to rely on more efficient impersonal coordination. Yet not all governments develop and enforce the policies that facilitate such organizational work. Some governments do not do so because they are hostile to independent organizations. Communist governments are extreme examples of hostility to independent organization, but there are many other examples of governments hostile to independent organizations in particular industrial sectors (e.g., oil). Similarly, governments facilitate organization by ensuring predictability in laws and regulation.
Finally, governments may simply be too weak to effectively facilitate organizations. Lack of enforcement can take different forms. Some governments are incapable of enforcing their own laws because they lack organizational skill or control over all their territory. Alternatively, some governments may be unable to control their own local officials, who then are free to hijack local agencies for their own personal use. However, just because governments may not be able or willing to facilitate independent organization, people do not stop organizing because such efforts are not made easier by governments. Rather, they organize as best they can under the constraints they face.

Chapter 3 draws on the work of others such as Redding (1990), who have suggested that individuals adapt themselves to nonfacilitative government by basing their organizations on personal relationships. This adaptation is best documented in the burgeoning study of Chinese guanxi, or relationships. Under nonfacilitative governments, individuals seeking to organize will build the predictability and support they need via their own personal networks by cultivating relationships of mutual dependence with useful others. How such relationships look and how they are built and sustained as the basis for organization is illustrated with empirical and case descriptions from the research of the author and others in a number of countries. The arguments and data presented in this chapter call into question scholars’ use of the term “trust” to characterize transactions based on personal dependence. Such relationships may be characterized by personal warmth and trust, but more often they are wary, distrustful relationships, quite accurately described by the economists’ term “mutual hostages.”

In chapter 4, the effects that a dominance of personal relationships have on the form and practices of organizations operating under nonfacilitative governments are examined. For example, it is proposed that dependence on personal relationships fosters high levels of centralization, because so much depends on personal relationships and it thus cannot be delegated. Nevertheless, although this dependence on personal relationships in organizing would seem to compel small organizational size, large organizations are found operating in societies with nonfacilitative governments. This suggests an anomaly: large organizations operating under technical circumstances that should make this very difficult or even impossible. In this chapter, the form and operation of such large organizations are proposed to provide insights into bureaucratic organizational practices.

The large organizational type produced under nonfacilitative government is a distortion of bureaucracy that has been called pseudobureaucracy. This organizational form mimics the formal policies of bureaucracy without its goals of purposeful, goal-directed meritocracy. Drawing on the studies of political scientists and anthropologists of developing countries, pseudobureaucracies are analyzed in detail. This analysis leads to several propositions. First, when organizations are dominated by dependence on personal relationships, impersonal trust is damaged. Second, goal-directed purposeful meritocracy arose from and depends on the relative empowerment of employees. That is, in contrast to what some scholars assert, bureaucracy in practice seems to empower employees relative to the organiza-
tional alternatives. Finally, professional human resources management practices appear to be particularly sensitive to dependence on personal relationships in organizations. Therefore, various distortions of human resources management departments observed in organizations operating under nonfacilitative governments are described.

Chapter 5 reports the tests of several behavioral and attitudinal implications of nonfacilitative government and the resultant dependence on personal relationships in organizations. The self-reports of professional, technical, and administrative employees from Hungary, Lithuania, and China are compared with those of their counterparts in the United States. These employee reports confirm the rather negative accounts from scattered social science disciplines investigating organizational behavior under nonfacilitative governments. Interestingly, there has been comparatively little systematic research in the field on the kind of negative behaviors described under nonfacilitative governments that pose no immediate risk to employers, such as obsequiousness, distrust of coworkers, and exploitation of others. Certainly, such behaviors may be found in any workplace, so the insights and new measures developed for these tests may be extended more generally to the study of this darker side of organizational behavior.

In this chapter, employees working in the organizations operating under nonfacilitative governments report less workplace procedural justice; more obsequious employee behavior; greater distrust, fear, and wariness of others at work; more cheating and rule breaking; less employee organizational commitment; more exploitation of others; and lower job satisfaction than their counterparts working under facilitative governments. These results are consistent across the different studied countries, and confirm the observations of numerous scholars from varied social sciences. Thus, they leave little doubt that employees working in the organizations dominated by personal relationships under nonfacilitative governments are unhappy with their coworkers and their workplaces.

Chapter 6 focuses on analyses of the complex adaptations employees make to working in organizations dominated by dependence on personal relationships. By building on the comparisons reported in the previous chapter, more complex adaptations to working in organizations based on personal relationships under nonfacilitative governments are analyzed. These include the dominance of bargaining in the workplace, a normative expectation of interpersonal harmony: upward gift-giving; and such features of workplace authority relations as distrust, paternalism, and passivity.

These patterns are the basis for reflections on the way the concept of culture has been applied in organizational behavior. The adaptations can be characterized as behavioral patterns that become enculturated in participants' expectations and assumptions. However, reflection on the role of these patterns as adaptations to nonfacilitative government suggests that there has been an overreliance on psychological theories of comparative organizational behavior. It is true that these psychological approaches have provided many valuable insights. Nevertheless,
this psychological dominance of cross-national organizational behavior has been limiting because it mislabels what can be highly changeable expectations as the stable values of personality theory. As proposed in chapter 6, such theories cannot explain the changes in expectations and behavior that occur in response to governmental, economic, and technologic changes.

Finally, in chapter 7 the question of change in organizations dominated by dependence on personal relationships is addressed. Drawing on the longitudinal study in Hungary and the work of others studying organizational change under nonfacilitative governments, insights into organizational changes in response to governmental change are developed. Because governmental changes in the former communist countries have been so rapid, these studies also provide the opportunity to isolate the relative facilitation of governments from the societal culture.

The work concludes with a summary of the arguments and a discussion of the implications for understanding management and organizational theory and behavior. Particular attention is directed to the implications for both scholarly theories and practice. Examples include the distinction between trust and mutual dependence, the difference between bureaucracy and pseudobureaucracy, the dysfunctional effects of such personal relationship-based organizations on employees' experience of work and their performance, the effects of bargaining and paternalism on employee attitudes and behavior, and the value of structure-based theories in international management. The implications for understanding the relation of personal relationships to meritocracy, bureaucracy, and alienation, one approach to deconstructing culture, and for a better understanding of nonproximal influences on organizational behavior are explored.

This argument also has several important practical implications, not so much for those who have worked long under nonfacilitative governments, but for those who assume facilitative government and yet are unaware of its practical effects on management and organizational practices. For example, these managers can benefit from insight into why such things as relationships are so important in these settings, and into the fact that cheating does not arise from individual moral deficiencies in such societies. This work has implications for whether managers can create organizations in which the internal corporate cultures are based on trust, responsibility, and merit in societies wherein people have learned that success really depends on obsequious ingratiations.

**STUDYING THE ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT**

The aforementioned ideas developed from the work of social scientists in a variety of social science disciplines and from insights gained from the author's own research. The literature addressing the effects of nonfacilitative government comes from a wide range of sources, usually written for audiences far different from the audiences for whom this work is intended. Therefore, some care is taken to intro-
duce these ideas and explain their relevance for scholars in organization theory and behavior and for management practitioners.

The research program consists of direct observation and the collection of archival and other secondary source material as well as participant self-reports in the forms of structured and unstructured interviews and questionnaires from nine research projects. The studies are listed in Table 1.1. More detailed information regarding organization sampling and procedures can be found in the Appendix. When possible, assertions are tested, relying on data that have not been filtered or interpreted by other researchers or the author, namely, the reports of participants blind to the explanations presented here.

Unquestionably, causal statements are made in this work that are not definitely proved by the data and prior research cited. Certainly, there is a risk in trying to isolate the effects of government on organizing and organizational behavior. Governments and their societies are inexorably intertwined. Previous writers have suggested that governments reflect their societies (Banfield, 1958; Geertz, 1973; Hamilton &

**TABLE 1.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Collaborators</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1989–1996</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Imre Branyiczki</td>
<td>Longitudinal data collection consisting of structured and unstructured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interviews, archival and popular press reports, and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>Michal Čakrt</td>
<td>Case study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993–1994</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Arunas Kuras</td>
<td>Unstructured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997–1998</td>
<td>China and the United States</td>
<td>Katherine Xin</td>
<td>Unstructured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sampled organizations from relatively nonfacilitative governments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Collaborators</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unstructured and structured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Khalid Al-Alban</td>
<td>Unstructured and structured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unstructured and structured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Lyman Porter and Anne Teui</td>
<td>Structured interviews and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biggart, 1988; Putnam, 1993) and provide compelling evidence that existing cultures inexorably stamp their formal organizations of government. Certainly, a detailed discussion on the causes of nonfacilitative government are beyond the scope of this work (Lipset, 1994; Tocqueville [1835–1840] 1968; Weber, 1947).1 Many other factors vary with governmental characteristics, and because it is not possible to do experiments in which governmental features are randomly varied while other historical, societal, and cultural features are held constant, the effects of governments can never be isolated with complete confidence. For example, it is not possible to isolate relative nonfacilitative government from other common covariates, such as the spread of democracy, and then watch individuals build their organizations over time.

This limitation was approached in several ways. First, an attempt was made to collect data from four different countries with nonfacilitative governments but very different cultures and histories. For example, according to Hofstede’s (1980a) cultural dimensions, China is a highly collectivist culture, whereas Hungary is one of the most individualistic. Common practices found across all sampled countries are, it is hoped, more likely to reflect the common factor—nonfacilitative government—than nongovernment-related differences in cultural values or history. Second, the focus was on those countries that have been experiencing the most rapid changes in government: communist and reforming communist countries. Here, rapidly changing governments provide an opportunity to link governmental policies and practices directly to changes in organizational practices and individuals’ expectations, attitudes, and behavior. Third, the data collection provided many opportunities to talk to people. They were asked to describe actions and pressed for explanations. Participant accounts that strongly implicate nonfacilitative government in their attitudes and behavior are reported throughout.

Finally, although readers are cautioned that the examples and tests presented in this volume are not and cannot be definitive proof, the author does not shy away from stating the bold belief that government facilitation does matter decisively in the organizational practices as well as individual attitudes and behavior documented in this discussion. The author has tried to avoid couching causal arguments in academic terms such as “is associated with” and “covaries.” So much consistent data from so many sources suggest to the author that governments affect management practice, organizational form, and organizational behavior in the ways that she describes. She may have gotten it wrong, but these erroneous ideas will not be corrected by hiding them in obfuscation. It seems best for the author to lay out her case and let others take their best shots.

---
1Scholars of political institutions have noted that “brittle” governments (i.e., incapable of sustaining themselves) can result from extreme poverty, a mismatch of ethnic and political boundaries (Lipset, 1994), few civil associations (Tocqueville [1835–1840] 1968), and nontraditional authoritarian regimes (Weber, 1947), among others. Furthermore, fundamental transitions such as those that occurred in the formerly communist states will certainly weaken government. For example, China is undergoing a rapid economic transformation with its dominating formal institution, the communist party, becoming increasingly less significant (Nee, 1992) The Economist has been providing a chronicle of these processes, for example in the March 8, 1997 issue.
2 Organizing in Spite of Government: Nonfacilitative Government

Governments are not the only factors affecting organizational form and behavior, but they are important, malleable, and ill-understood elements. Governments are important because organizations look different and function differently. Moreover, their effects on their participants all are affected by differences in these institutions. Governments matter in organizing: They make the rules by which organizations operate and hold the monopoly of legitimate coercive power. Yet, management scholars have largely treated them anecdotally, one governmental policy at a time. In this effort to provide a broader perspective, it is necessary to develop a framework of governmental effects. This framework is based on the idea that governments vary in their facilitation of independent organization.

INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Independent organizations are those that operate independently of direct government dictate. They are not components of government, nor do they exist to achieve government-determined objectives. The concept of independent organization is key to the discussion, but one that is difficult to define because it does not exist as an absolute. Certainly, all organizations depend on and reflect the governments operating in the places where they do business. Yet, there are differences in both the degree and in the nature of dependences that has a profound effect on the form of organization and the behavior of the participants. A sufficient difference in degree becomes a difference in quality, as the Pacific Ocean is a very different entity than a raindrop.

Independent organizations are free to set their own goals rather than pursue those imposed on them by the government. Independence may be completely ab-
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